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1. Introduction 

The results of the study of the structure of nuclear excited states up to an 

energy of aOOut 20 MeV allow one in this energy range to identify several intervals 

differing in excited states nature. With increasing excJ.tation energy sinple states 

becaoo: nore c:a:rplicate upon transition to the Niels Bohr's o::::uq;x:rund states and then 
to the states with prevailing collective modes of excitation, i.e. to the various 

giant resonances (Fig .1) • 
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For heavy nuclei the interval up to about 2 rev is rrost studied mwadays. In 

this energy range nuclear spectroscopy has aoquired rrost rich infonaation l:x:>th on the 

excitation scheme of states/!/ and on their nature. Fl:an this infoll'tlation various 

theoretical Irodels originate such as the m:xiel of interacting 'oosons/2/, the quasi

particle phonon nodel/3/ ani others. 

The studies l::ty neutron spectroscopy methods that are IlOW' being carried out for 

half a century have already penni tted scientists to obtain infonnation on cbzens 
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(hundreds) of states in a nan:-<:M energy interval ( < 10 keV)/4/ in the vicinity of 
the neutron binding energy (Bn """6 - 8 MeV) • These data are not badly described to 

the first approximation in the frame of the catpJUn.d nucleus hypothesis and the sta
tistical theo:ry that operates on the parameters averaged over a large number of neu
tron resonances, but yielding no definite infonnation on the nature of an individial 
o::tlq?Ound state. Being not satisfied with the situation experimentalists often under
take wide-range and sanetbres successful attatpts to search for "oonstatistical 
effects" of various types in the characteristics of neutron resonances (see, for 
exanple, Proceedings of many conferences on neutron physics that took place during 
the last 20 years) • 

The area of giant resonances excited through various nechanisrn (Eexc-12-18 MeV) 

attracts rrore and rrore attention, however, a cardinal study on the nature of 
these states is yet far ahead. The llldenrediate intervals (see Fig. 1) between 
slnrple (S) and extre:rely o.:xrplex catp:)Ul1d states (C), pre-a::mpound states, as well as 

between a:::up:>Und and giant resonances (GR) ranai.n practically W1Studied. Undoubtedly 
interesting is an attalpt to follow the process of states' beo::ming cr:mplicated with 
increasing excitation energy, i.e. to follow a transition fran "order" of an S state 
to "chaos" of a C state and further on to "order" (?) of a GR state. 

But this presents a problan for a whole direction of nuclear physics, while here 
we would like just touch the results on C'Cil'q?OUl1d and pre-o::mpound states obtained by 
a group of scientists fran the laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, engaged in the 
studies of rare reactions. 

2. Neutron Resonances in Heavy Nuclei as CCUp:nmd States 

According to rrodem notions of the statistical theo:ry the wave function of a 
ocmpound state of a heavy nucleus is a randcm set of various ccmp::ments each making a 
contribution of 10-6 , i.e. different excitation rrodes are fully fragmentated over 
catlfOUild states (the black nucleus rrodel), But in a true nucleus it is not quite so. 
In the excitation energy range of the corresponding neutron resonances ( 6 - 8 MeV) a 
single-particle cc:uq;:onent of the wave function is not negligibly small, neutron 
strength functions systematically change from nucleus to nucleus thus formingpeculiar 
giant resonances of size {Fig. 2). Esp-8,., 
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The variations of neutron strength functions are in the scale of two orders of mag

nitude here. Besides the maxima and minima are well correlated with the positions of 

single-particle shells in the nucleus with respect to the neutron binding energy 

(see Fig. 2}. So the nucleus aooearssemi-transparent for the neutron channel near 

the neutron binding energy and phenanenologically their interaction with neutrons is 

described with the optical rrodel. 

'lb estimate other cx:::mp:ments of excitation of neutron resonances let us tty to 

make use of other decay channels in a ccmpound nucleus. Infonnation on roc>re carp lex 

o::xnponents of the wave function of the ccrrp:Jund nucleus can be derived fran the ana

lysis of o(-<i.ecay of neutron resonances. But the probability of such o/.. -decay is 

essentially suppressed by the COulcrtlb barrier of the nucleus. This results in the 

fact that in heavy nuclei in rrost favourable cases the ol -widths are by 6.- 12 

orders of rnagni tude smaller than the radiation widths of resonances. This explains 

poor infm:mation on the alpha-particle strength fwlctions of cc:npound nuclei. 

Fig. /S/ ShcMs the dependences on atanic weights of nuclei of ratios < rfLUp;p(r...") 
which correspond to o( -particle strength functions rnul tip lied by a constant·. 'The 

errors of points are mainly due to the small number of the investigated resonances 

that the averaging was perfonned over. 'The satisfactory agreement between the ex-
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perin'ental and theoretical data illustrated in Fig. 3 speaks in favour of the vali

dity of the description of the average probabilities of o( -decay of o:::rrq;:cund states 

in the frame of the statistical m:::del ("black" nucleus). COnsequently at the neutron 

binding energy the ~iparticle, four-quasiparticle and the "~iparticle + 

+ ptonon" type wave functions (that detenni.ne o( -decay of the cx:rtpJ1.ll'ld state of 

the daughter nucleus/6/} are much stronger fragrrentated than in the case of single-
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particle neutron carp:ments (see Fig. 2). Hcwever one cannot exclude the possibility 

that greater accuracy of the data (by averaging over a larger number of resonances) 

will allow one to "get on the track" of the rerrains of the fragmentation of the alx:>ve 

mentioned carponents. The possibility of this effect follows fran the shown in 

Fig. 4 dependence on neutron energy of"" fo:t/~> values measured for the present

ly rrost investigated nucleus 147 
Sm. This depend~ce averaged over intervals of 100 ev 

Fig. 4 

(each containing 10-15 resonances) is shown by black points/7/ and averaged over 

shaded intervals indicated in the botton of the picture/B/ by crosses. Rather ob

vious structure is obsei.Ved in the energy dependence of ,( r ah). According to the 

estimates obtained in the frarre of the quasiparticle-phonon m:xlel of V .G.SOloviev, 

the average level distance between 4-quasiparticle J "' 4- states in the 14 7 
Sm 

nucleus is of .the order of 2-3 kev. We do not know of course laws of fragmentation 

of such excitation m:xles on ccrrp:nmd states, but the presence of not fully frag

mentated fe<N-quasiparticle states may seaningly lead to an enhancement of o(_ -decay 

of the whole group of neighbour resonances via sane definite channel. 

3. The Nature of the Enhancement of 

States 

'(-Transitions Following decay of 4S-Shell 

Usually the main regularities of the primary y -transitions between canpound 

states and low-lying levels in heavy nuclei {140< A< 190) are successfully des-

cribed in the frarre of the statistical theory. However, in the study of fluctuations 

fran resonance to resonance of the population of !eM-lying levels following the ra

diation decay of neutron resonance/91 a certain doubt arises concerning the applica

tion of the statistical theory. The experimentally detected fluctuations appeared 
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to systematically exceed the analogous values calculated within the statistical 

theory of (-decay in the stated above mass region of 45 maximum of the neutron 

strength function. In the region of its minimum (see Fig. 2 for 90< A .:::: 140) this 

exceeding is not observed. It was suggested/9/ that in '(-decay of nuclei frcm the 

4S-shell the observed enhancerent of fluctuations are due to the enhancement of cer

tain cascades ( "(-decay channels) reducing the- effective number of intermediate 

states in the cascades and as a consequence leading to reducing average fluctuations. 

We have succeeded in detecting this "channeling of "{-cascades by the inves

tigation of the canpound states decay via measuring two-quanta cascades following 

neutron capture (the (n,21J reaction) with the help of two Ge(Li) detectors opera

ting in the m:xle of surrrnation over coinciding pulse/101. This procedure does not 

only provide the nost rich pure S]?l->ctroscopic infonnation on the states of energies 

up to l"J 4 MeV. For example, for the carp::mnd nucleus 179Hf 239 cascades have been 

.identified, 154 of them are located, the number of interrrediate levels cmounts to 

48. SO we have studied 67 .:_ 4 % of the total probability of (-decay of the 

ccxrpound nucleus/ll/. The original data on the mechanism of Q -decay have also been 

obtained. 

An example of the amplitude spectrum of coinciding pulses (after background sub

traction) obtained with one of the detectors in the measurerrent of the population via 

two-quanta cascades of an excited level at 375 keV in 179Hf is sh<Mn in Fig.5/111. 
If one ccrnpares this spectrum with that expected fran the statistical theory (Fig.Sb), 

a number of essential qualitative differences can be outlined : 

Fig. Sa Fig. Sb 

- in the experimental spectrum the enhanced garrma-cascades are distributed over 

the whole spectrum, while in the calculated one they concentrate on its edges; 

- the high intensity cascades are often groouped; 

- the two-quanta cascades fran a state at Ell~ E.r.t.~O.S Bn appear rather pro-

bable. 

Such "visual" conclusions obtain also the quantitative confinnation in the can

parison of experimental values for the total intensity .of all the two-quanta cas-

cades p::lpulating a definite final state .f I... Yup with a calculated 
(",( '/' 

fran the statistical theory value of I;r . There the partial radiation widths of 
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El transitions were calculated within the node! of the giant electric dip::;>le reso
nance and for the Ml and E2-transitions within the Weisskopf rrodel, the densities 
of states at energies below Bn being taken in accordance with the m::xlel of the 
Fe~ gas with a Strutinsky correction/121 

Table 1 presents as an example the data on 
179

H£ including, besides In values 
there are also given the quantum characteistics of final states and a value of 
R=l)~/f~t qualitatively characterizes deviations fran the statistical theory. 

Table 1 

Ccnpound 
J:tr K"lm/\] 

xl theorxx) nucleus, Ef' keV Iexp Iyr R 
r"' 

f rr 
0 

179Hf 214 7/2 - 7/2- [514) 2.1 ± 0.9 0.03 70 ± 30 
375 1/2 1/2- [510] 15.5 ± 1.6 6.3 2.5±0.3 

1/2+ 421 3/2 16.5 ± 2.1 6.0 2.8!_0.4 -476 5/2 7.6 ± 0.6 3.6 2.1±0.2 
518 5/2 - 5/2- {51ij 4.o ± o.a 3.3 1.2±0.3 
614 1/2 1/2- [521] 9.5 ± 1.6 4.7 2.0±0.3 -679 3/2 3.8 ± o.a 4.1 0.9.:!:;0.2 
701 5/2 2.6.:!:: 0.5 2.1 1.2.:t(l.2 
721 3/2 - 3/2- [512] 3.1 ± 0.7 0.8±0.2 3.8 -788 5/2 2.7 ± 0.8 1.8 1.5±0.4 

1btal 67.4 ± 3.7 36.0 1.9±0.1 

x) r~ in % per decay r;j includes statistical uncertainties and randcm 
scaling errors. 

XX) 
rtheor in % per decay. 
Jl 

Fran the analysis of the data surrmarized in Table 1 and of the analogous data 
obtained for 163 • 165Dy, 167Er, 175Yb, 179Hf and 183 •187w nuclei one can conclude that 
the enhancement of the cascades (R>ll takes place, if final states reveal a certain 
structure, i.e. have a large single-particle ccmp::ments of the wave function (in par
ticular the cascades p::;>pulating the band 1/2-[ 510] , for exarrple). 

The even-odd c:arpound nuclei investigated lie in the mass region of 45 maximum 
of the neutron strength wave function. This maxi.rrrurn is explained by the fact that in 
this mass region near the neutron binding energy single quasiparticle states l/2+[640 J 
and 1/2+ [ 651] are located (see Fig.2). These states fanned. on neutron capture 
(being initial in gamna-cascades) may have essential single-particle ~ents. 

Unfortunately till now we could study only the cascades that follow the thermal 
neutron capture and not those fran individial resonances which w:::ltlld allow one to in-
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vestigate the dependence of the enhancement of the cascades (R >1) on the neutron 
width for a given nucleus. Therefore, to clarify the role of single particle CC'llq?CI

nents of an initial compound state in the process of enhancement of gamna-cascades 
we have to use a relative reduced width of the resonance which detennines the the:onal 
cross section of a given isotope ~ "/< r,.• > , or make use of a weighted average t;/, 
if several resonances make carparati ve contributions into the thenual cross section/ 4/. 

Figure 6 presents the dependence of the value for the gamna-cascade enhancement 
R on the relative reduced neutron width of the initial state of the cascade for the 
investigated even-odd defonned nuclei. The p:Jsitions of the experilrental p:lints quali-

tatively confinn the validity of 

20 f HF 179 -~'~6-~'~"'----------~~ 
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this dependence. The quasiparticle

ph:mon nodel being developed by a 

group of V.G.Solovie~l3/ predicts 

correlation between t;,D and par-

t 
!+ W-'"' 
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+W-187 

Fig. 6 

ER-167 

tial gamna-widths of K-allowed El

transi lions because both widths de

pend on. the same single-particle 

ccmponents of the wave functions of 

neutron resonances. However, because 

of the fact that the reduced radia

tion width has also other CC'llq?Cinents 

correlation between the neutron and 
radiation reduced widths may appear to be nonlinear. Then for R one may obtain the 
following expression1111 1 + k o( ;;, "A' r.,' > 

P.. = 1 + k lh'/<.r.'> 
The possibility of the qualitative description of the experirrental data with the de
pendence of this type is illustrated in Fig. 6. However, one should keep in mind that 
parameters k and d.. rrust be constant for a given nucleus, but may depend on A 
since single-particle states change their r;:ositions with respect to Bn. 

So we have den::mstrated the connection of the enhancement effect observed for 
certain ~anta cascades with quasiparticle canponents of initial and final states 
of the cascade. What intermediate states are selected by enhanced cascades? 

In principle the method of sumnation over coinciding pulses used here Cbes not 
allow detennination of the order in time of ani.ssion of detected gcurma-quanta. The 
shown in Fig. 5 arrplitude spectrum fran one of the detectors is co:rpared with the 
calculated one that accounts for that and inverse order of emission of ganma-quanta 
with corresponding probabilities dependent on the energy of each quantum and its 
IllJ.ltip:Jlarity. sare time ago in order to determine the sequence of ganma-quanta in a 
cascade we used the fact that, if a transition of given energy occurs in several 
cascades p:Jpulating different final states of the nucleus investigated, then it is a 
primary transition/l4/. This helped detennine the p:JSitions of intermediate states in 
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a majority of intensive garrma-cascades and as a consequence build for the main part 
of gamna cascades the dependence of the intensity of gamna-transitions 0n the energy 
of the primary transition and consequently on the excitation energy of the nucleus 

Eexc = Bn- E(t• 

An argunent,in favcur of the assumption that the structure of intenned.iate sta
tes excited in rrost strong cascades for even-odd nuclei with r, a larger than 

< r,. (} > contain a large number of single-particle ccmp:::ments' is provided by the 
analysis ma.de in Ref. /lS/. In this ~rk in the frame of the quasiparticle-phonon 

nvdel of the nucleus an atte:opt was made to co:rpare the distribution of excited 
single-particle carponents with the experimentally obtained distributions of pri
mary transition intensities sumned over final states of cascades thus supp:Jsing that 
in the excitation energy range below 4 MeV rrore carplex cxxnponents can be neglected. 
This analysis sh:>uld be considered as an initial step. 

l:l 

Fig. 7 

Figure 7 presents an example of 

such cooparison for 175
Yb. Here the hys

togram means experi.rrent (the data from 

single-quanta garrma-transitions are sha.
ded.) ,p:JLJ.ts reflect the data calculated 

frr.m the statistical theory, "errors" 

illustrate the residual Porter-Thcmas 

fluctuations, curves ye the distri

butions of the ( C C1) .P strength of 

the frag:rrentated states ,p with quan

tum numbers/1'1 n:r. A]. It is seen that 

rraxima. in the distribution of the 

strength of s.i.Dg le-particle states cor
respond to rraxima. in the distribution 

of sums of cascade intensities. (Let us 

take into acconnt the fact that here we 
analyse primary gamna-transitions that 

make 50% of the total radiation width 

of a canpoillld nucleus) . This gives a 

fOSSibilityto assume that in the excita

tion energy range Eexc 2lll 2 - 4 MeV the 

single-particle neutron states [501] J, r sol] f and {sloj t contribute to the 
fonnation of enhanced partial widths of primary transi lions. By the sfherical basis 
extension these states are neutron shells 3P

112 
and 3PJ/2" Note that the accuracy 

of the theoretical detennination of the positions of maxima aChieves several hundred 

keV. 

So the reason for garrma-cascades "channeling" tlu:ough certain intemediate states 
in the region of rare eart11. nuclei is rrost probably enhanced by several times ganrna

transi tions between neutron shells 4S - 3P. 
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COnclusions 

This review of the results of the study of ~ channels of the c<:rrpJund states 

decay, i.e. followed by the emission of ot. -particles or gamna4:Uanta, shows novel 

possibilities of obtaining unique data on the structure of highly excited states of 

nuclei. Studies of a proton channel of decay have been initiated (see, for exarrple, 

Refs/16• 17/). l'urther progress in the study of decay thrOugh rare reactions (n,p) 

and (n, oL) will apparently be connected with the developnent of the rrethods of high

intensity neutron spectroscopy and with the application of neutron-deficient nuclei 

as targets. The latter is especially favourable in the study of the proton channel 

of decay, since in stable nuclei the proton binding energy is cfose to that of the 

neutron. 

The application of the method of Sunt't\ation over coinciding pulses. to the ana

lysis of gamna-decay of canpound nuclei has not exhausted itself yet and not because 

of a sma.ll percent of nuclei that were investigated with it. For exarrple, a rrore 

essential enhancement has been observed for the E2 garrma-transitions with an inte

gral intensity by 1 - 2 orders of rragnitude larger than that fran the statistical 

theor}"'ll/. The possibility has appeared to investigate soft gamna-transitions bet

ween the canpound states near the neutron binding energy. Besides that the possi

bility appears to give for a wide range of nuclei a system of reliably determined 

states up to an excitation energy of 3 - 4 MeV that one may successfully use in the 

drawing of the sch€!1'1'ES of highly excited states. 
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